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*note: StreetTree Program refers to the initiative started by the City of Hamilton to plant free 

trees on City Property. StreetTree Project refers to OPIRG McMaster’s community outreach 

campaign, targeting specific neighbourhoods for tree requests.  

Background  
Since its establishment in 2004 the City of Hamilton’s Free Street Tree Planting Program 

has aimed to achieve Hamilton’s objective of a cleaner, greener environment by offering to free 

trees to be planted anywhere on the city owned portion, or road allowance, of any property. It has 

now been ten years since the program began, and while it is gaining popularity in some areas of 

Hamilton; many people in parts of the City that need it the most are unaware of its existence. The 

StreetTree Project, started by OPIRG McMaster last year, aims to change this by targeting 

identified poor air quality neighbourhoods with Tree Advocacy campaigns and door-to-door 

canvassing.  

The Hamilton Street Tree Project is a non-profit project that aims to increase the urban 

canopy of Hamilton. The Project began last year in the Keith neighbourhood with the realization 

of a few key elements: 

1. Mobile air monitoring showing some neighbourhoods had air pollution issues 

measurably worse than others
1
  

2. There is some evidence that less-well-to-do areas have less urban forest canopy than 

financially more-wealthy neighbourhoods 
2,3

 

3. Trees can improve air quality
4
 

4. The City of Hamilton has a free street tree program 

The OPIRG StreetTree Project was conceived by Randy Kay, and supported by OPIRG 

McMaster. OPIRG hired student Jonathan Valencia to pilot the project in the Keith 

neighbourhood in 2013. This neighbourhood in Hamilton Ward 3 was chosen as the target 

mainly because of: 

1. Identification as an area of very poor air quality with the use of mobile air monitoring,  

2. Its small geographic size, and  

3. Approximately 70% of homes being owner occupied
5
 

 Due to the Street Tree Project’s efforts, 65 trees were planted in the Keith 

neighbourhood in Fall 2013, as opposed to the previous average of three per year between 2008 

and 2012. Since this year the Project took place in a larger geographic area, the goal was to 

surpass last year’s total.  
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Current Project – Boundaries and Neighbourhood Information 

 
This year the targeted neighbourhood was Crown Point, which falls between Kenilworth 

Ave and Gage Ave (east to west), and the escarpment to the bay (south to north) (Figure 1). This 

neighbourhood falls within the boundaries of Ward 3 (west of Ottawa St) and Ward 4 (east of 

Ottawa St). Within the Crown Point neighbourhood, the Project decided to specifically start 

canvassing in the McAnulty Blvd area, which lies between Centre Mall and the Bay and between 

Ottawa St and Kenilworth Ave (Figure 2). 

Figure 1: Map of Crown Point 
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Figure 2 Map of McAnulty Blvd Area 

 

 

According to the City of Hamilton 2006 Census, Crown Point has a population of 19,490, 

which is significantly larger than the Keith neighbourhood, which houses 1,831 residents
6
. 76% 

of homes are also owner-occupied, making this an effective target neighbourhood
5
. During the 

2012 June Visioning Session, Crown Point residents identified “green” as one of the 

characteristics they would like to see in their neighbourhood by 2017; thus StreetTree Project 

objectives are aligned with the community-determined goals
7
.  

In 2013, 53 trees were planted by the City in the entire Crown Point neighbourhood, and 

only 5 were planted in the McAnulty Blvd. area.  

The McAnulty Blvd area, due to its proximity to the steel industry, has had a history of 

struggling with air pollution. The neighbourhood ranked as having the fifth worst air quality 

across Hamilton
8
. A mobile air monitoring study by local researcher Dr. Denis Corr 
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demonstrated especially high levels of PM10 (inhalable particulates such as dust, often found 

around industries) in the area
9
. Hamiltonians have an 11.5 percent higher chance of death due to 

air pollution related causes than the average mortality rate, and the McAnulty Blvd area carries a 

mortality rate of even 6 percent higher than this
8,9

. The goals of the StreetTree Project target this 

issue since trees improve air quality, reduce emissions, absorb breathable particles and thus 

improve the health of citizens
3,9

.   

The population of the McAnulty neighbourhood was 883 in 2011, with a total of 396 

private dwellings, 376 of which were occupied by usual residents
6
. After canvassing in the 

McAnulty neighbourhood, the StreetTree Project continued west of Ottawa St, and by the end of 

the project visited over 600 homes in the area of Crown Point between Kenilworth Ave and Gage 

Ave, north of Barton St (Figure 3).  

Figure 3: Northern Crown Point 

 

Tree Requests 
This year, 83 tree requests were collected directly by the StreetTree Project. Of these, 40 

were just from the McAnulty Blvd area. This is eight times as many trees as were requested in 
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the neighbourhood last year. The Project worked to inform residents about the StreetTree 

Program and gather tree requests by means of: 

1. Door-to-door canvassing 

2. Attending community events 

3. Media and social media presence 

We found that a combination of the three methods is very effective. Each method might reach a 

different audience, and thus a combination allows us to target the greatest number of people.  

Door-to-door canvassing 

Tree requests were primarily collected from door-to-door canvassing, which has given 

evidence of being an effective method of informing residents of the program and filling out a 

request in a short time-frame. Of our 83 directly-collected requests, 68 were collected from door-

to-door efforts. Door-to-door canvassing is an effective method of reaching individuals who 

might not have seen other advertisements or attended events where the Program was being 

publicized. It is especially beneficial as it allows us to reach people who do not use the internet 

or other means (i.e. television) by which the Program might be advertised. It allows for any 

questions to be answered immediately and for requests to be filled out on the spot.  

While canvassing, we heard from several people who signed up that they had received a 

StreetTree Program flier in the mail but were unsure what the program entailed, unclear on the 

choices of trees or if there were costs associated with the program, and also felt uncomfortable 

seeking further information or did not have time to go out of their way to do so. The added 

component of having a representative from the StreetTree Project to speak to in person also 

contributes to trust in the StreetTree Program, and therefore seemed to contribute to more tree 

requests.  

Community Events 

The StreetTree Project attended a Crown Point Community Meeting at the invitation of 

Rebecca Doll, the Community Developer for the neighbourhood; we also had the opportunity to 

attend a Ward 4 Meeting at the invitation of Councillor Sam Merulla. At both meetings we were 

able to inform residents about the StreetTree Program and Project, meet individuals who were 

interested in discussing collaboration for promoting the StreetTree Program, and recruit 

volunteers for door-to-door canvassing.  

We also attended a fundraiser held at the Perkin’s Center on Main St. E and tabled at the 

Kenilworth Library to collect more tree requests. The final event we attended was the Belview 

Park Celebration, to which we were invited by the Friends of Belview Park group, who we met 

at the Crown Point community meeting. At the event we informed parents of students from the 

Holy Name of Jesus School as well as community members who had stopped by the celebration 

about the Program and signed up more residents for tree requests. We found that attending 
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community events was an effective method of reaching a larger audience than we do by door-to-

door canvassing and hope that the people who spoke to us about the Program will go on to 

inform their neighbors as well.  

Media and Online Presence 

This year the StreetTree Project has received a lot of media attention. The project was 

featured in articles in the Hamilton Spectator and McMaster Silhouette (Appendix 1), in The 

Point, Crown Point’s newsletter, in a video piece which will be played between shows on Cable 

14 throughout the summer, and interviews for McMaster’s CFMU radio station in August and 

September.  

Online, the Project has posted updates via the Hamilton StreetTree Project blog which 

was started last year (http://hamiltonstreettreeproject.blogspot.ca/), as well as through a Twitter 

account which was started this year. Since the blog’s conception, there have been 56 posts, and 

the blog has received total of 3,757 page visits. The Twitter account (StreetTrees Hamilton 

@TREEs4sTREEts) had gained 90 followers and posted 84 Tweets thus far.  

We believe that social media has been an effective method of sharing information about 

the Program since we can reach the largest audience in the smallest amount of time. While we do 

not have a count of how many trees have been requested online or by phone so far, we have been 

sharing information as to how interested home-owners can place a tree request without our 

assistance. Thus while we have directly received requests from 83 homes, we expect to see a 

great increase in the number of online/phone requests from last year as well.  

Acknowledgements, Volunteers and the Community  

 
One of the StreetTree Project’s goals for 2014 included community building and 

collaboration between different groups and individuals across the City of Hamilton. This year, 

had planning and organizational support from Queen’s University Faculty of Education 

placement student Sheena Kooner, who prepared support material for volunteer training and 

recruitment, as well as an advertising poster. Sheena also updated contact lists, and, along with 

Giuliana Casimirri from The Hamilton’s Naturalists’ Club, created the basis for our Street Tree 

Survey. At the beginning of this summer’s work, OPIRG partnered with Environment Hamilton 

(EH). The OPIRG summer employee, Krista Kruja, worked with EH summer intern Jay Carter to 

get the project started for the year. The collaboration at the start of the Project was useful as both 

summer employees began the process of door-to-door canvassing together, as well as recruiting 

volunteers and organizing canvassing packages.  Working with EH has also helped OPIRG to 

create new contacts, especially from the McAnulty Blvd area, which were particularly helpful in 

reaching out to neighbors to collect tree requests.  

http://hamiltonstreettreeproject.blogspot.ca/
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Besides this partnership, the project has brought out volunteers from the McMaster 

community and greater Hamilton community. This is to accomplish two objectives 

1. That McMaster students become more actively engaged in community initiatives so 

that they might be able to make meaningful contributions to, and learn from, 

Hamilton communities  

2. That by expanding the network of people involved in the project, interest might be 

raised in other communities so that the project might be adopted by volunteers or 

teams in other neighbourhoods  

Over the course of the 2014 Project, 16 volunteers have contributed over 50 hours of time 

to canvassing and tabling at events. One advantage for volunteers has been that they have been 

able to network with people from other groups in Hamilton who might act as supports for future 

community or environmental projects. For example, one volunteer is working on the Pipeline 

Trail Project and so will now have contacts to seek out volunteers from the McMaster 

community if needed. The benefit to the Street Tree Project is that there are now more groups, 

and local volunteers who are interested in seeing more trees planted in their neighbourhood. 

Community members taking on the role of advocating for the StreetTree Program in their own 

neighbourhoods or with their own team of volunteers, allows for it to spread further and through 

an expanding ‘snowball effect’ reach an even larger portion of the Hamilton community. We are 

offering to provide community members interested in doing this with the packages we have been 

bringing door to door this summer, containing sign-up sheets and information about trees that are 

offered, as well as putting out calls for volunteers and assisting them with challenges they might 

face. This will contribute to the sustainability and expansion of the StreetTree Project. 

OPIRG also values the support we receive from the City’s Street Tree Program, and 

especially Bill Longley who has made the success of our work a part of his job.  

Figure 4: Volunteers 
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Survey 
 To further improve upon the StreetTree Program, this year’s Project also included the 

creation and distribution of a survey aimed to answer questions about reasons for wanting or not 

wanting a StreetTree, possible alternatives to StreetTrees, as well as opinions of residents on the 

air quality and green space in their neighbourhoods. The survey was distributed in two methods: 

primarily questions asked in person during door-to-door canvassing, and also as an online survey 

distributed through social media.  

In total, 69 surveys were collected from the door-to-door efforts (Appendix 2) and 22 

from the online survey (Appendix 3). The door-to-door surveys were primarily from the 

McAnulty Blvd area, with some homes from elsewhere in the north part of the Crown Point 

community. Online surveys were received from residents of various neighbourhoods in the city. 

Door-to-door surveys were not collected from all homes visited and only survey results where all 

questions were asked and most received a reply were included. This is important to note 

especially when comparing the percentage of people who placed a tree requests; homeowners 

who agreed to a tree were more likely to answer our survey questions.  

The surveys found the majority of people had not heard of the StreetTree Program before 

(68% online; 80% in person), thus supporting the StreetTree Project as an effective form of 

advertisement where other forms had not managed to reach residents. After finding out about the 

program, some of the most common reasons for not wanting a tree included problems with 

pipes/foundation, no space due to small yard or already existing tree in yard, not wanting to be 

bothered by cleaning up after the tree, or plans to tear out/do landscaping on the lawn. When 

asked if they would be interested in backyard trees or shrubs a majority of people said yes (75% 

online; 57% in person). Poor air quality and/or a lack of green space were also seen as problems 

by a majority of individuals surveyed (55% online; 72% in person). Of the in-person survey 

results included, 46% of people did not request a tree from the StreetTree Project 

Representatives.  
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Two major causes for difference in results between the survey that was distributed online 

and that which was distributed in person might be a result of: 

1. The online survey reached city-wide whereas the survey distributed in person 

targeted only individuals living in the part of Crown Point located north of Barton 

St., and therefore only individuals living in close proximity to the steel industry 

2. The online survey offered multiple choice answers for questions, where as 

questions for surveys distributed in-person were asked in an open-ended manner, 

and only categorized during the analysis of the survey, thus allowing for more 

variation in responses 

The first difference might have played a key role in the answer to the last question, which 

asked about how air pollution/lack of green space prioritized as neighbourhood concerns. About 

three quarters of people surveyed in person prioritized these as concerns as compared to half of 

people surveyed online. In person surveys also led to a distinction between air pollution and lack 

of green space. Of the people surveyed in northern Crown Point, 37% found that air pollution 

specifically was a concern; whereas only 2% (one person) specified a lack of green space as the 

greatest concern.  

Living in such close proximity to ArcelorMittal Dofasco might be a reason for air 

pollution being a more noticeable concern in the in-person surveyed community as compared to 

people from across the City who answered our online survey. Many people from northern Crown 

Point specifically mentioned the industry, giving such responses as “Yes, air pollution is very 

much an issue with Dofasco so close by” or “Well obviously air pollution is a problem, there’s 

the factory”. Several people also claimed that even though the smoke or steam coming from the 

smokestacks might look clear during the day, their cars and turn dark with dust overnight, and so 

several residents suspect that the smoke coming from the stacks is not so clear at night when it’s 

harder to monitor. Something that might be contributing even more to this issue is the recent 

removal of an air-monitoring station that used to exist in the McAnulty Blvd. area
10

, thus making 

it more difficult to track air pollution and resulting in less accountability from the neighboring 

industry.  One striking reply from a resident asked about their opinion on air pollution and lack 

of green space was: “You get what you ask for”, and she went on to explain that she felt she had 

no choice but to put up with environmental problems because she had made the decision to live 

there. The StreetTree Project aims to increase the urban canopy in Hamilton in order to improve 

the quality of life of everyone living in the City. No one should be subjected to poor living 

conditions and everyone deserves to live in a safe and clean environment, regardless of where 

their home is located. 

The second cause for difference between the surveys allowed for more qualitative 

information to be collected regarding why people did or did not want trees. Common reasons for 

not wanting trees, which people told us before we even had to ask the survey question in most 
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cases, were concerns with root damage or worries about cleaning up after the tree. Of people 

surveyed who did not request a tree, 20% gave the reason that they are concerned about 

problems with roots entering their pipes or foundations and 17% were worried about having to 

clean up after trees. Other common reasons included a lack of parking, and therefore wanting to 

convert the front lawn into a driveway, as well as having preexisting trees.  

The survey results are already proving useful and will help to determine how funding 

meant for projects to increase urban forestry can best be spent from the Hamilton Naturalists 

Club.  

Ongoing Partnerships and Next Steps 
The OPIRG StreetTree Project has created several important partnerships and taken steps 

to ensure the continuation of efforts to increase tree requests beyond the summer Project. One of 

the fruits of these efforts has been to include door-to-door canvassing for the StreetTree Project 

as one of the events during McMaster’s MacServe Day of Learning. This will be a one day event 

taking place on October 4, 2014, where students volunteer to participate in a service project in 

groups.  

Besides this, there is a possibility of the StreetTree Project continuing canvassing in 

communities where it is needed a few times a month with volunteers who are interested. Several 

of the volunteers we have had this summer are interested in expanding the project into their 

neighbourhoods. Also students from McMaster have demonstrated an interest in volunteering if 

the project is continued. This, along with continued partnership with the Crown Point 

community, and possibly new partnership with McQuesten community members who 

demonstrated interest when we met at the Ward 4 meeting, will hopefully yield many more tree 

requests for the Spring 2015 planting.  

The OPIRG StreetTree Project has found hiring a summer student to advertise the 

program and organize door-to-door canvassing campaigns an effective method of advertisement 

and gathering tree requests. We look forward to continuing our partnerships with all those 

involved in the following summers. 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

StreetTree Project: Snapshot of the Hamilton Spectator and McMaster Silhouette  

 

http://www.thespec.com/news-story/4605112-volunteers-promote-free-trees-for-east-end-

neighbourhood/  

  

http://www.thespec.com/news-story/4605112-volunteers-promote-free-trees-for-east-end-neighbourhood/
http://www.thespec.com/news-story/4605112-volunteers-promote-free-trees-for-east-end-neighbourhood/
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http://www.thesil.ca/no-fees-for-street-trees 

 

 

  

http://www.thesil.ca/no-fees-for-street-trees
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APPENDIX 2 

McAnulty and Northern-Crown Point Survey Frequency Tables 

1. Have you heard of the StreetTree program before? 

 
Frequenc

y Percent 

 No 55 79.7 

Yes 14 20.3 

Tota

l 

69 100.0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Are you interested in requesting a tree? 

 
Frequenc

y Percent 

 No 32 46.4 

Yes 37 53.6 

Tota

l 

69 100.0 

 

 

 

 

 

4. If the backyard trees or shrubs were offered, would you 

have been interested in either or both?  
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Frequen

cy Percent 

n/a  18 26.1 

Maybe 6 8.7 

No 22 31.9 

Shrub

s 

5 7.2 

Yes/B

oth 

18 26.1 

Total 69 100.0 

 

 

 

5. Do you think that air pollution and/or a lack of green space are concerns in your neighbourhood? 

 
Frequenc

y Percent 

n/a  26 37.7 

Yes, both 14 20.3 

Green space 1 1.4 

Maybe 2 2.9 

Neither 10 14.5 

Air Pollution 16 23.2 

Total 69 100.0 
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APPENDIX 3 
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Online Survey Results Summarized 
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